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Chancellor system legislation rears its head again
By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter ------
Legislation seeking to estab-
lish a unified university system,
otherwise known as a chancel-
lor system, is moving through
the Idaho Legislature once
again.
BSU Political Science
Professor Emeritus Willard
Overgaard origiIlallydrafteda
chancellor system proposal in
1992. Since then, the bill has
endured numerous rewrites by
Idaho state legislators. .
Two weeks ago, (on the
same day former U of I
President Hoover announced his
resignation), the House Ways
and Means. Committee unani-
mously passed House
Concurrent Resolution No. 31,
owner 01 attacked .
dog seeks aid
dJrough mediation
By Elizabeth Puckett
The Arbiter ------
I .
!L
Tianyi Pu's little
Pomeranian, Huahua, paid a
steep priee for the slack leash
laws in Boise's parks.
On April 13, Huahua had to
be put down because of the
severe spinal damage she
received during a pit bull
attack in Ann Morrison Park.
The leash laws have recently
changed from a $300 fine, a
misdemeanor and possible jail
time, to a $25 dollar fine and a
written infraction.
However, the pit bull paid
the ultimate price for the leash
law change as well. The pit
bull was put to sleep on the
same afternoon it attacked
Huahua in the park. The
owner agreed to put the dog
down after she discovered
Pu's dog would have to be put
to sleep. .
Pu IS now pursuing media-
tion with the owner of the pit
bull.· She said, however, the
owner has not returned the
mediator's phone cal1s.
According to Pam
Madarieta, the president of the
.Idaho Mediation
Administration, the mediation
process is a means for the
injured party to vent their feel-
ings about a situation and
begin the healing process.
The process includes pre-
mediation interviews with
both parties during which clar-
ifying questions are asked and
the mediator gets both sides of
the story.
"Each side has their own
perception of what happened.
We explore the strengths and
weaknesses of their issues and
eventually hope to bring both
sides together for _a discus-
sion. We always hope that the
final discussions can lead to a
satisfying ending for both par-
ties," Madarieta said.
Pu said she is only seeking
the cost of fixing Huahua from
the owner of the pit bul1.
."The money is not the
goal. Huahua cannot be
replaced. She was a member
or-my family. I just want the
owner of the pit bul1 to learn
something from all this," she
said.
The owner of the pit bull
could . not be reached for
comment. .:
which would allow the State
Board of Education to create an
additional administrative posi-
tionioverseeing Idaho's three
state universities.
After passing the House by a
vote of 53-16-1 ,the bill now sits
in the Senate : Education
Committee awaiting a hearing
that is as'yet unscheduled.
. . Among those against the pro-
. posed chancellor system is Rep.
Kathleen Garrett (R-Dist. 17),-
who said her vote was "a protest
vote because it contained lan-
guage that would have eliminat-
ed the BSU presidential search."
"It was a slap at BSU,"
Garrett said.
"The timing wasn't right,
and it went through the Ways
and Means Committee without
a hearing."
With BSU President Charles
Ruch's retirement accompanied
by Hoover's resignation follow-
ing the U of IUniversity Place
scandal, two Idaho state univer-
sity presidential positions are
now open. The bill's original
text proposed postponing the
BSU presidential selection. A
compromise written into the bill
would allow the hiring process
to continue, but it does not guar-
antee the new presidents would
have the same power their pre-
decessors had.
BSU Vice President of
Student Affairs Peg Blake, who
worked under a chancellor sys-
tem for 11 years at the
University of Nebraska, doesn't
support the bill for a chancellor
system in Idaho.
Although the resolution
claims the chancellor system
provides a way to use money for
higher education more efficient-
ly, Blake said she doesn't see
how the state could save money
by putting this system in place.
"The chancellor system was
unwieldy and very expensive,"
Blake said. "It's a waste of tax-
payer money.':
Another concern is that the
chancellor system would add an
unnecessary layer of bureaucra-
cy, one that may be oblivious to
the higher education experience.
Blake said of her experience
at the U of N, "The central
administrative body didn't
understand education. They
were from an education back-
ground, but they were profes-
sional administrators, removed
from the campus."
The bill wouldn't allow the
state to reduce the administra-
tive salary budget among the
universities. Blake added that
BSU couldn't afford to cut
administrative positions.
"We're already very lean."
Overgaard collaborated with
professors from the U of I and
Idaho State University in 1974
to create an inter-university
political science program.
Overgaard said he wrote leg-
islation for a unified university
system because he thinks the
merging of institutions would
increase cooperation among
academic programs as wel1 as
among the state universities.
"As it is arranged in the state
of Idaho presently, and has
been, it is a competitive
arrangement. It's like a football
team."
Overgaard said the chancel-
lor system could be a step
toward. equitable funding
amorig the state's universities.
Overgaard cites regional
competitiveness in the legisla-
ture as a reason for the inequity.
"They want to prevent Boise
State from becoming the domi-
nant institution."
Overgaard said he doesn't
propose Boise State become the
dominant institution, but rather,
be funded proportionately by
the legislature and the State
Board of Education.
But unless the legislature
puts a specific line·item in their
budget for equitable funding,
the bill wouldn't necessarily
See Chancellor page 3
Campus housing projects behind schedule
Photo bY. Ted Harmon. The Arbiter
Signs redirect students around the construction for the new residence halls north of Driscoll Hall.
space and leasing offices.
The residence halls cost
about $15.2 million, and the
apartment complex about
$14.2 million, according to
-Blake. According to Student
Housing, the new residence
.halls should appeal to upper-
classmen, .while the apart-
ments can accommodate fam-
ilies.
A new management style
for the residence halls is being
used, said Suddreth.
Instead of offering a bid to
a general contractor, who then
hires sub-contractors,' a con-
struction manager was hired
to orchestrate the project, he
said.
A construction :manager
offers several advantages s •
including a less adversarial
process, better review of plan-
ning documents and increased.
Estimated
completion
dates remain
unchanged
By Brandon Fiala
The Arbiter -------
Construction on campus
housing has begun in earnest,
although work is already behind
schedule.
In one of Boise State's most
expensive projects ever, con-
struction of two residence halls
and an apartment complex is
about one month behind sched-
ule - but the estimated comple-
tion date has not changed.
"It is behind some early
schedules, but the contractor is
still going to finish the project
on time, " said Larry Blake,
executive director of facilities
administration.
"They're going to ·have to
expedite their work. It's going
to become more of a fast-track
project."
Substantial completion for
the residence .halls is June 21,
2004 and June 2004 for the
apartments, said Doug
Suddreth, Boise State architect
and project manager. .
The $30 million housing pro-
jects include two suite-style res-
idence halls and an apartment
complex. Together they will
accommodate about 700 stu-
dents.
A three-story residence hall
wil1 be built north of Driscoll
and Morrison HaIls, and a
smal1er four-story hall between
Morrison and the Appleton
Tennis Center.
The smaller hall will house
two classrooms, two faculty
offices, a faculty apartment and
a computer lab.
The new apartment complex
will replace the old University
Courts apartments and eight
nearby houses along University
Drive.
The complex includes 100
two-bedroom units, 76 four-
bedroom units, space for a con-
venience 'store, community
communication, Suddreth said.
. The management, style
recently became possible under
state law and was in response to
difficulties in the normal
process, especially considering
the low bid environment, he
said.
",.----
They're going
to have to
expedite their
work.
It's going to
become more
of a fast-track
project.
- Larry Blake
Executive director of
facilities administration---"
Health Center otters. help for test anxiety
By Brlanne Anderson adjunct faculty at Boise State an exam.
Special to The Arbiter -- University as weIl as a licensed The Boise State Counseling
clinical professional counselor Center conducts free test-anxi-
.For some students, a little and licensed marriage and ety workshops facilitated by
nervousness before a test helps family therapist. trained undergraduate parapro- Tips fer Preventing Test
motivate them. For others, ner- Jim Nicholson, Ph.D., fessionals and/orgraduate- Anxiety:
vousness and anxiety can actu- licensed psychologist, licensed level interns. Test-anxiety Be prepared for the test.
ally interfere with their test- professional counselor and workshops have been designed AIlot a sufficient amount of
taking .abilities resulting in director of BSU Counseling to help students examine the study time before an exam:
unfavorable grades.' Services, said that prevention relationships among anxiety, "Cramming" before a test only
Many people suffer from begins with the exploration of performance, time manage" ' contributes to' anxiety. .......•.
test anxiety .. Some people rec- contributing factors such as ment, test-taking strategies, Practice self-eare.·Getplen,;":.· .
ognizethe cause and others allotted preparation time, gen- self-talk and personal expecta- ty of sleep beforethe,ies.t •..
don't' make the connection. eral levels of stress, lack of tions. Students who <attend Exercise and a healthy dietcal1
. Some people that get test anxi- sleep or unrealistic expecta- these workshops will create a .. hane.ldPanxred.luectye...tbe.•.· e.ff...c.,.·.t~of...~~~;:
~ety al~o baveperformance anx- tions.· . personal plan tor test-taking
iety jnother situations, and Prevention means continu- success.· :tJse positiveselr-,talk;
others 'may suffer from gener- ing to takeeX1IJl1S, not drop- Studeatswho want to sign to talk positiyely. ;; .
~lized lUtXiety.. ping out of classes, facing up up for .test~anxiety workshops dUrlrig the eilJi1,i:;;
.: symptoms of testanxiety toexamchallenges and prepar- . or who have Cluestions can visit '.. ReWard 1 you"
rnightiIlclude poor concentra- . ing for exams;Leaming effec- . Counseling'Servke.s,ot1 the .healthY ~aYl!:~t
~:rt.:~:~s~tri::'b~h::'~~..::: ~x::~~~~:h~t:::.~· ..B~~di~=rC:ft~~6~~et.ti: '.'~=~'···t,:{·j!i;
1~t~1~22~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~.of breatp; an: i!ttense fear of relaxation,. orJeattiing' new visit their 'web" . site:', the ..q,·~?liet8l!tC!1e4·~XJ?ec;:~.:test~fal(~~·.~~g=~~ .'. ~~O" ~¥¥fI~Ollns!'lin.g.b'oises!8~.ed ....}~;~l~~;M.iA.~:·~ele~;~ ""..l'.1,1~'_.,,~~;~~~>J~fo~t!~!;'<~"'.
test anxiety go to: www.cam-
pusblues.com or· www.col- .
legeview.com .
.. . '. .
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Campus Shorts
Midwest presentations later, Kowitt andthree partners started buying ,
used refrigerators from departing
students and setting up a Web
Entrepreneurs help students' site to rent them to freshmen the
on tbemove ,r ' next fall. : . '. .
"We're competing against big
chains that can sell at competi-
tive prices," Kowitt said. .
The key was to set the rental
fairly high and sell the conve-
nience. .
"By delivering, servicing,
picking up at the end of the year,
we can deliver value," Kowitt
said. "We're a service business."
Every spring, "So many pea-
pie want to sell us their refrigera-
tors," he' said.' "We're always
turning people away."
The first year, ResFridge had
250 customers, with revenue of
$38,000 and profit of $20,000.
University Trucking LLC is
much older, 17 or 26 years,
depending on who's counting. It
was started by Washington
University students from the East
Coast, and it has been passed
down to undergraduates since.
The owners five or 10 years ago
added summer storage, which
has become the biggest producer
of revenue for the combined
company.
, University Trucking had rev-
enue of $100,000 in 2001,
including $40,000 in profit, from
350 customers.
ST. LOUIS-Every spring,
4,000-plus undergraduates at
Washington University make an
annual migration from' their
dorm rooms.
And every fall, an equal num-
ber moves back in.
. A few undergrads there con-
sider that a business opportunity.
Next month, University
Trucking ahd "Resfridg~ LLC'
expects to ship or store stuff for
about 1,000 students.
, The 'product of a merger
between two student-owned
operations, the company was
.named a regional runner-up
recently in the Global Collegiate
Entrepreneur Awards.
"Moving refrigerators and
boxes was not what I had in mind
for my college career," said'
Joshua Kowitt, a junior, the
founder of ResFridge. He's the
chief executive of the combined
company.
"I've learned that the idea is
almost secondary to the means of
how you go about making it into
a business," he said.
Kowitt got the idea for his
company the second month of
his freshman year. A friend at
another college rented a refriger-
ator for her dorm. Washington U.
had no similar appliance rental
on campus.
"The university had been in
that business iii the past and had-
n't found it profitable," said
Karen Griines, the university's
assistant to the director of opera-
tions. "It's time-consuming to
clean and store refrigerators. We
didn't recommend it" to budding
student entrepreneurs.
Grimes runs a program to
encourage students in the School
of Arts and Sciences to operate
businesses on campus. Seven
storefronts on the ground floor of
Gregg .Hall. were set aside for
student businesses when the
dorm was completed in 1999.
Most of the stores remained
empty i.nfall 2000, when Kowitt
walked in and asked how he
could open a business in one.
One business plan and several
South
Sex columnist does not mean
to offcnd
The author of a sex column in
the University of Mississippi's
student newspaper said her writ-
ing is intended to entertain stu-
dents, not offend their parents.
Jessica-lynn Sumer Rose said
she applied for the sex columnist
job because she enjoyed the pre-
vious author's work and believes
the column serves a useful pur-
pose.
"I tllink it's important," she
said Friday in a telephone inter-
view. "Sex is everywhere. It's in
music and movies. There's obvi-
ously a need to talk.about it"
Rose said she expected her
sexually charged musings to
spark an outcry to some degree,
but didn't expect the current
~..., .... ,;~~:
PI)otD by,Jen; San~m~, 1h:~r tPtf~i1~ .\.."'A)
Boise State's National Student Advertising Competition Team, Blue Line Co~unications, ~on the D1StI;t~t . com- ~'hl~~lJ,lJ.:'i' dg, '''d-T~I\l;~:e~~f~~~~ S\~ih:el~~;:t~~:t~ ~'::~~~re~~~~ ~::~ ~::C~I~lIt~~JQmt;:J~:~l;:!~,~rl~,ditectservf,h{;/~l~:
Bryan Blemler, Melissa Schurger, John Hardesty, Shelly Huth, Leslie Brown, Angle Schwaller, and Brian Cntehfield. t;,~"';""'; >' '.wUl;~dl.f>tbe:
_N_o_tp_ic_tured__ -_T_e_m...· S_tenkarn__ p_,M_ik_e_R_OC_h_e,_C_BSS_ie_C_lan_cy_,_C_hri_'s_lam_'K,;.,0 p_pe_nh_a_fe_r,_an_d_a_d_V1S_0_r-Ja_
y
_Lo-ngw-e_II,__ !~~J~i~:~~~a:,;
•.m~tin~~p~Vei!~OAlffw.;)
<;:ommencement speaking l~~Jtiei,rpW,l,ll;OW@ ",J
.duties are shared among the pres- iconstdering'IlUUlYState., ,..'
ident, vice president, defense 'Joran·onsite\lisi~;,org .... ..'
secretary, AIr Force secretary ..chose Idaho fuiitsstro~ luJ4suc,-(
and chief of staff, but in no Par- :cessful;comp~llenlli.v.e8,ppmach';
ticul~r order. ~lUld··implementatio~,~f~~e';
Riley s~ld many. parents and ;s~bstance'abuse pre.ventiODptQ-:
cadets behevepresldents speak grams in publicschoo\s.:, '
at graduation e~ery four years! . "It is agreaf oomplitnerit'to'
and they're being denied an have been selected to work With
ap~~arance by Bush. and showCllSeourschool PreVtlJl~.
Parents ~I\ ove: the cOUll;trytioneffortliwiththe Balkan.,epre-,
have sold this president ,~o~mg ; sentatives:oIdaho trUIy strives i to '
to. fam,l}y and friends, . RJI~y ',implement a ···comprehensive.
sal~. '!'Ie have family mapproachto help stUdents to inake,
California that are' commg, and :wise IifestyleandheaItbchoices'
one oft~e main attractions I~that :and to aSsist childrernvhO'llIe or
the p:esld~nt was speakl~g. . rna' be having difficulty in' this
HIS WIfe, Sandra, saId hun- . y,,' 'd' . 1ft di ·.U;'h '1' "
dreds of parents expressed dis- . ~ . sal ..•emu a .nu;>seqUISt"
may in an Internet chat room, ,coordmatoroftheprogram forthe .
saying they'll Write, e-mail and •S. tat.e.Departm. ent o..f...Ed. U.' cation...:
call the White House to com-" Ort Mo~dayand :ruesday,the
plain. ~a1kans \V!ll '?eet WIth~ off!-
"He (Roche) already spoke .cla!Sand dlstnct representative!!m'
and placed blame on them; BOIse to leamab?ut prevention,
instead of higher-ups," Sandra effortsundcr way m scho,ols and;
Riley said, referring to Roche's how the state manages: Its pro-,
Feb. 27 speech to cadets .. grams... '.: . '. . '. . "
"They're also upsct he'l\ us~ this , . On~edI)es~y, ..representa-'
platform to cover thIS Issue ? tives WIll 'rediVIded I11to,four ,
again." :grOups to, visit sch091:distPcts in
!Boise, c;oeurd' Alene,~mberly,
Campus shorts are compiled iMeridian, Nampa, ~arma, Post:
by Brandon Fiala from KRT and Falls and Twin Falls.. . "
V-Wire news ser'.lices. The grouPSWillwmpuptheir
visit on l'hursday by creating
plans of .action (or.their .communi~'
,ties.. " '. ".' .••..•.. .....,
~":_.: _~: ,;-.<~:~__~·i\;'".• "'-';""".' .",,_~•. .J
uproar. . .
People protesting what they
say is the column's indecency
have sent letters by the thousands
to the university chancellor, the
provost, the governor and the
student newspaper's editor.
Rose, a Junior, said she is
seeking advice from her journal-
ism professors about how to han-
dle the attention. She admitted
being nervous several times dur-
ing Friday's interview.
"I've never dealt with any-
thing like this before," she said.
She said her parents support
her "100 percent."
"I wouldn't say that they go
around bragging that- their
daughter writes the scx column,
but they know it's just for enter-
tainment," she said.
She said most of the outrage
seems to come from parents and
alumni. She said other studcnts
are generally supp'0rtive.
"But it's not hke I have a fan
club following me around," she
said.
Rose said she farms topics
and ideas from her friends,
women's magazines and by
reading sex columns in other um-
¥ersities' student newspapers.
Rose said she plans to alter
how she writes the column to
make it seem educational as well
as entertaining by quoting more
formal sources.
West
Air Force Academy cadets
upset president won't speak
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo.-Some Air Force Academy
parents and cadets are fuming
that President Bush won't speak
at the May 28 commencement.
"They (cadets) are disappoint-
ed and angry," said John Riley of
Florence, whose son is a senior.
"Parents all over the country are
up in arms."
Air Force' Secretary James
Roche and Chief of Staff Gen.
John Jumper will share speaking
duties.
A Pentagon spokesman said
they chose to speak together to
."provide a fittmg exclamation
point to, their efforts in address-
mg" the WOl'Stsex-assault scan-
dal in the school's 49-yearhisto-
ry.
"This is a critical time in the
acadcmy's history, and the lead-
ers feci it is fitting to appear
together," the spokesman said.
Roche and Jumper issued
more than 40 directlves March
26 to change cadet life and thc
way sex-assault. cases are han-
dled. The directives came after
allegations that reports of sexual .
assault were ignored or the vic-
tims punished.
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Group lakes aim at campus speech codes "Chancellor system legi~lationrears its head agatn
Iraq war coverage spurs interest in enlistment
By James M. O'Neill '
Knight Ridder Newspapers -
A Philadelphia-based, free-
speech group has launched the
first phase of a national attack
on controversial campus speech
codes by filing a complamt in
fe~eral ' . court . against
Shippensburg University, call-
mg Its restrictions on campus
speech unconstitutional.
The group, co-founded three
years ago by Ii University of
Pennsylvania professor, says it
plans to file SImilar complaints
against other public universities
across the country in' coming
months. It also is launching a
Web site in May to list the
speech codes of every universi-
ty in the country and to give
eachcode I!- grade based on how
restrictive It IS.
"We're seeking to end the
absolute scandal" against free
speech that speech codes have
become, said Alan Charles
Kors, a Penn history professor
.and co-founder of' the
Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education.
The nonprofit group previ-
ously pubhshed a series of
guides for students that outline
their religious, legal, speech and
other rights. The guides were
edited by a politically diverse
group that included a former
Reagan administration attorney
By Edward Colimore
Knight Ridder Newspapers --
PHILADELPHIA- The
media's coverage of the war in
Iraq produced powerful images
of America's military successes
- and some great recruiting,
commercials. '
. Twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week.
The quiek victory - and
unforgettable pictures of the
troops and Iraqis toppling a stat-
ue of Saddam Hussein - are
helping recruiters fill the ranks
with more qualified soldiers.
Across the country, recruit-
ing stations are getting more
visits and more phone calls, and
the services' Web sites are
receiving more hits.
The military's conduct of the
war "was one of the reasons I
decided to join," Randi Barnett,
an 18-year-old Levittown, Pa.,
resident and former Neshaminy
High School student, said dur-
ing a recent visit to an Army
recruiting station in Levittown.
"I want to help out. .. , I'm
also looking it as a career."
Army Capt. Tony Barnett,
'general and the head of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
.In the brief filed last-week in
U.S. District Court in
Harrisburg, Pa., Kors' group
ar~es that thlf .language goy-
ernmg speech.' m
Shippensburg's student code of
conduct is so vague and sweep-
, ing that it creates "a chilling
'effect" on students' rights "to
freely and' openly engage in
appropriate discussions of their
theones, ideas and f,olitical
and/or religious beliefs. '
The group's chief executive
officer, Thor L. Halvorssen, a
Penn graduate, said that because
the Shippensburg code prohibits
students .from .expressIng their
views in a way that could
"demean," or that "annoys" or
"alarms" others, it would pre-
clude a student from holding up
any number of signs on campus
that carry phrases commonly
used in debates over contentious
issues in America.
He said, .for instance, that it
would preclude a student from
holding up a sign that read,
"Take your rosaries off my
ovaries," a phrase that has been
used by abortion-rights advo-
cates.
Halvorssen said the
Shippensburg code is over-
reaching because the terms it
uses are .so vague. "What is
'demeaning' to you might not
commander of the North
Philadelphia Recruiting
Company and no relation to the
recruit, said he anticipated more
. traffic. His company oversees
recruiting in parts of the city and
suburbs.
"I think more people are
interested because of our suc-
cess, because of the positive
impression they got from the
embedded reporters and the fact
that we had so few casualties,"
he said.
Maj. Dave Griesmer, a
spokesman for Marine Corps
recruiting at Quantico, Va., also
has seen a "groundswell" and
"lots of anecdotal evidence that
world events lead to more inter-
est."
That interest in the military
has created a recruiter's market,
allowing the services to pick the
best -quali tied candidates from a
larger pool. Recruiters generally
target men and women ages 18 '
to 25 (35 is the upper limit) who
pass aptitude tests and have no
criminal record.
"The bottom line is that we
are bringing in the right number
of qualified men and women for
be demeaning to me," he said by
war. of example.
'Universities should be
places with unfettered debate,
but instead they have adopted
speeeh codes that limit the flow-
ering of the mind," he said.
Shippensburg, one. of
Pennsylvania's 14 state-rununi-
versities, responded with a for-
mal statement. It argued that the
school "strongly and vigorouslr,
defends the right of free speech'
but is also committed to the
principle that "this discussion
be conducted appropriately. We
do have expectations that our
students conduct themselves in
a civil manner that allows them
to express their opinions with-
out interfering with the rights of
others."
The university has 20 days to
file its legal response.
Penn's Kors has been fight-
ing speech codes since the '80s.
He calls them the "infantilizlng
of students." He said the irony is
that college administrators who
enjoyed the free-speech move-
ment of the '60s during their
own college years have turned
around and imposed restrictions
on today's students.
"It's the generational swindle
of all time," he said.
A decade ago, Kors was
involved in a speech code case
at Penn that became known as
the "water buffalo" incident,
service," said Lt. Bill Davis, a
spokesman for the national
Navy Recruiting Command in
Millington, Tenn. "We have
been able to raise the bar for
quality."
Gnesmer and other military
officials said each branch had
limits on the number of troops it
could recruit.
The Marine Corps can recruit
38,914 this fiscal year, which
will end Sept. 30, and it has
signed up more than half that
number.
"There's only a certain num-
ber of applicants we need,"
Griesmer said. "When people
come in and find out it's a com-
mitment, that's when you find
out if these are momentary feel-
ings of patriotism."
In the first quarter of fiscal
2003, the military services met
99 percent of the recruiting
goals, the Pentagon said.
All.of the services except the
Army National Guard and Army
Reserve achieved or exceeded
targeted numbers. The Reserve
signed up 98 percent of its goal
(short 182 soldiers) and the
Guard 86 percent (short 2,107).
cited by critics nationally as a
prime example of political cor-
rectness run amok. '
Kors defended the student,
who was charged under Penn's
speech code because he yelled a
p'hrase that included the term
'water buffalo," at black female
students.
Kors and a colleague later
thought Penn had unfatrly been
singled out for national ndicule
over its speech code, since the
code was actually symbolic of a
trend at colleges across the'
country. He and a colleague
wrote a book about that trend, ,
called "The Shadow
University." .
After the "water buffalo"
incident, Penn trustees scrapped
the speech code. And last
spring, when a graduate student
posted a message on a Penn
Internet news group calling for
the death of Palestinians, the
issue was handled very differ-
, ently. '
Instead of sanctioning the
student, Penn encouraged more
campus discussion of the inci-
dent. Kors applauds the
approach, noting that the stu-
dent was subject to intense pub-
lic criticism. The answer to
offensive speech, he said, "is
more speech."
Resolution No. 31 states that
chamber's support for the find- .
allow BSU a fair share. The ings of a study of a chancellor
State Board of Education and -~tem by. the- University of
the Board of Regents of the U Idaho and the State Board of
of I are currently conducting a Education.
review of higher education in The Board is slated to report
Idaho .. They are looking into their findings and. proposed
such issues as funding inequity action in the second regular ses-
and. transferability of credits sion of the 57th Idaho
among the universities. Legislature, which starts Jan.
House Concurrent 12, 2004.
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The services reached their
goals the last two fiscal years
and are expected to meet them
again this year.
Many of the new faces in the
military are young women.
Barnett, the Army recruiter, said
he believed, that the rescue of
Army prisoner of war Pfc.
Jessica Lynch had caused more
women to focus on the possibil-
ity of a military life.
"We have seen female appli-
cants who were very much
interested in being part of the
Army," he said.
Army First Sgt. Anthony
Isaac, a recruiter in Barnett's
command who works in
Levittown, said his station was
"seeing more women."
"Women want to be equal
and not rely on others to do
things for them," he said.
While media coverage of the
war has boosted interest in join-
ing up, "there's a flip side to the
reporting on the war," said
Davis, the Navy spokesman.
"We hear from some of the
recruiting stations that there is a
concern from parents about their
children going into the military.
i
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By Pete Espil
Humorist
The Arbiter ------
Drummers get all the chicks.
At least that is what other
drummers tell me. I've played
the drums since 4th grade - a
total of 19 years to be exact.
Over the last five years, I
have played professionally for
different bands and have even
toured a little. Throughout this
time the only "chicks" I've
managed to get the attention of
are the ones that the bass player
turns down, and everyone
knows that the bass player only
gets the "chicks" that security
turns away.
I guess I can't complain too
much because 1 did manage to
meet my wife. However, she
didn't marryme because I'm a
drummer. Come to think of it,
I'm not sure why she married
me. I think someone paid her -
probably my mom. But whether
my wife is being paid to stay
married to me or not, the fact
remains that I am married and I
often I would find a name so . any more prank calls at 2:00
'ridiculous that I would burst AM.
into a fit of hysterical laughter
that would wake the bass play, 6.
er from his lonesome slumber. . Ben Hadd
He would sit bolt upright in bed By ihetime I got to this name,
and shout, the bass player probably wished
that he'd "been had" that night
by a beautiful blonde instead of
being forced to hang out with
me..
"PETE, PUT THAT
G••••• NBOOKAWAY AND
GO TO SLEEP!!"
After an entire summer of
new cities and the best phone
books that the northwest has to'
offer, I came up with quite a list
of names. So, without further
ado, here is 'a "Top 10" list of
the strangest/funniest names I
found while sitting in hotels
remaining faithful to my wife.
10.
Jed Head
Perhaps this is slang for some-
one who is a devout member of
"The Beverly Hillbillies" offi-
cial fan club?
8.
James Butt
J called this guy too. See dia-
logue for previous phone call.
7.
Betty Screems (bet he
screams)
I'll bet he screams too ifhe gets
.5.
YonoHo
If you were you would be with
the bass player.
4.
Richard Smack
Not all that unusual unless he
prefers to be called "Dick."
3.
Anita Dick
Maybe Richard is single?
2.
Hgrry Beaver
No comment.
And the number one name (I
swear I'm not making this up,
even ask the bass player),
1.
Goetz Titts
The band had to hold me down
and wrestle the phone out of my
hands when I found this name. I
wanted to call Goetz and ask
him a few questions like,
"What else can you get?" or
"Can you get some for the bass .
player?"
I ended up calling my wife
instead.
play music. This combination
has presented some interesting
situations in the past when
music has taken me on the road.
While on tour, my marriage
has prevented me from joining
in the debauchery that occurs
after a rock show. However, I
am human, and in order to keep
myself from the standard musi-
cian vices of sex and drugs, I
was forced to find something to
help me pass the time spent in
hotels and strange cities. It was
in a hotel that I found some-
thing to fill my need. A book.
No, I'm not talking about the
Bible "placed by the Gideon's."
I'm talking about the phone
book.
My obsession with the
phone book started when the
band was traveling through "the
land of funny underwear" (aka
Utah). We were staying in a La
Quinta Inn, and I.was trying to
find something to do. The bass
player was out hitting on the
maids and the rest of the band
was off doing what rock bands 9.
do after a concert. I was sitting . Paul Boeger
on the bed sipping a bottle of I actually called this guy at 2
cold Bud when I began flipping a.m. I asked, "Is Bob there?"
through the phone book. As I He said "No."
perused the pages I' couldn't "Sorry," I said, "I guess
help but notice that some peo- picked the wrong booger."
pIe have very strange names.
This was the beginning of
my search to find the strangest
names in the Northwest. Many
nights my search would keep
me up into the early hours of
the morning. The only sounds
would be the bass player snor-
ing and me turning pages and
giggling occasionally. Every so
Mental abuse can be as bad as physical abuse
By Christina
Latta
The Arbiter-
The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State
University. Its mission is to l'rovide a forum for the dis-
cussion of issues affecting the BSU community. The
Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by the student body
and advertising sales. The paper is distributed Mondays
and Thursdays to the campus during the academic school
year. The first copy is free. Additional copies can be
purchased for $1 apiece at the Arbiter editorial office.
feet in my life as they are now. uation. Right?
Seeing this ghost - an ex- My haunting reminded me
boyfriend - also reminded me that the lines are not so clear,
of my assignment for this col- however. During my, turbulent
umn. My editor asked me to break-up with that boy, my
write something about domes- roommate more that once hov-
tic violence, because April was ered at our bedroom door with
domestic violence month. "9-1- .." dialed into the phone.
Feeling a bit smug, I wondered My dog would cower in the
if I had any qualifications for corner, afraid of the escalating
that assignment-of course I. voices and swirling tempers. I
have never been in a violent sit- . spent months walking around
with a heavy, pent-up worry
and anger that spilled out into
my relationships with every-
one - not just the boy.
Eventually" I came to my
senses and ended it. I was
lucky, to have escaped with-
out having experienced any
physical violence, but the
nasty words and destructive
intent were nothing more,
, than another form of domes-
tic violence. When I saw the
boy - the ghost from my past
- on Friday night, my stom-
ach dropped to my toes, my
hands started shaking, and a
rush of heat flowed to my
face. The moment he left, I
burst into tears. These are not
symptoms of' an average
encounter with a typical ex-
boyfriend.
I am extremely lucky to
have never been hit or injured
in a relationship, but 22 percent
of college women have been
physically abused in a relation-
ship - that is mote than 1 in 5
girls. It is not safe, to think, "It
can't happen to me." Domestic
violence can happen to anyone:
as it comes in many forms. It
can include everything from
physical abuse to mental abuse
_ anything intended to exert
control over another person or
to make someone feel less of a
person.
So everyone, be aware ofthe
dynamic of your relationship.
Any time your partner demeans
you, ridicules you or diminish-
es your sense of worth, run in
the other direction. And while
women are more often the vic-
tims of physical abuse, men
experience domestic violence
as well. Violence comes in
many forms, and it is not
always a fist.
1 experi-
enced a
haunting on
Friday night.
A ghost from
my past
popped up to remind me that
things were not always so per-
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Partners~ili:Aplace where the poor and rich mingle
.Diversit! requirement not such a good idea after all
Guest-c--s->
Opinion
By Jared Kenning
Conservative commentary
TheArbiter ------
. As Americans, we are the rich,
the "haves" in a world made up
largely of "have-nets," As stu-
dents, we are called to use our
education to improve conditions
for everyone in the world, and
become better people in doing so.
Yet I wonder if our various
forms of humanitarian help to oth-
ers less fortunate isn't trapped in a
rather meaningless system of
Western thought that ultimately
perpetuates disparity between
people.
American philanthropy and
charity to the poor and needy often
reflect the condescending attitude
we have to these people. *We
feed, support, write checks, edu-
cate, shelter, save and oversee. But
our help too often resembles an
adult helping a child or a sage
parting wisdom on the ignorant.
This kind of help, however, only
reinforces the power structure that
keeps the poor where they are -
By Isaac J. Bean
Student -------
"The worst thing to do in a
critical situation is the wrong
thing." My grammy's simple
advice in my impressionable
days when I sought to tackle a
problem or before I entered new
waters. To remain silent about
how my blood had boiled when I
read' this twisted piece would
have been wrong.
Inwhat seems like an effort to .
compound our feelings of help-
lessness in times of WARS &
SARS, such is the recent drafting
of a "proposal for diversity
requirement at Boise State
University."
This diversity requirement is a
proposal that seeks to make
changes to current classes' cur-
riculum or focus and has been
called the 'Communist Manifesto
of the CEDB' (Cultural and
Ethnic Diversity Board) by some
members of the Faculty Senate,
feeling indignant.
Please find time to read it
yourselves and you may hear
yourself called a few choice
names, you wil\ also see the con-
cerns I am trying to bring into
light here. They might evoke fear
poor and needy and dependent.
We are good givers.We volun-
teer our time, or donate money to
charitable Causes or "adopt" starv-
ing children in Afiica. At the very
least we throw a couple of bucks
in the .Salvation Army can rat
Christmas or give our old stuff to
second-hand stores.
At most, people like Bill Gates
or Ted Turner give millions of
dollars to fight AIDS. But often it
is easier to give than to receive.
When you give, you are in control;
you carry the warm feeling of
doing something good; you get
_thanked and praised; and you
never have to worry about the bur-
den of feeling like you owe some-
one something you can't repay,
Giving is easy, but is it effec-
tive? It creates a nice feeling on
both sides, but does it promote
long-term change? I already said
that our help perpetuates the prob-
lem, but it also might make it
worse in the long term. Think of
the famines in Ethiopia. We have
responded mainly by giving them
food. What they need are the
at first, but then laughter, then
calls for action. In my opinion,
logic seems to escape the paper's
authors Marcy Newman
(English) and Robert McCarl
(Anthropology). '.
A word of caution: Within the
following point I mean to demon-
. strate possible fallacies of institu-
tionalizing such a requirement, in
no way, shape, manner or form
do I wish to offend to anyone.
Let's say that Keyshandra
Johnson wants to expand her
knowledge of her own culture,
bi-sexuality, ideologies, etc. and
takes an "asterisked" class to fill
this diversity requirement, That
just evaded the goals intended,
not to mention that it may be an
easy class for her.
What do you suggest is that
class she takes? 'POMPOUS
BEAUROCRAT 101' .for three
credits? .
The corresponding 'bigoted'
student, Joe Smith, can now get
the easy "A," fill a degree
requirement, .and again evade
true diversification. Keyshandra
and Joe can already receive a
broad enough education from
BSU in my view.
Does the CEDB suggest an
audit on all of the applications for
students here making certain of
their race, creed, origin or reli-
gious background in enforcing'
their p'erspective?
(Again, no disrespect intended)
Givingis easy, but is it
enecdve? n creates a
nice leeling on both sides,
but does h promote
long-term change?
resources to develop sufficient
ways to produce their own sus-
tainable agriculture.
Think also of the Balkans. The
United Nations patrols the area to
keep peace. What will happen
when the troops leave? Shouldn't
resources also go to supporting
those natives who can offer virtu-
ous leadership (not necessarily
After viewing the degree
requirements, a fair-minded per-
son would be assured of getting a
diploma that requires the gradu-
ate to have demonstrated deep
and objective thought in their
field.
Why indeed does the CEDB
hale this dire need for implemen-
tation of vast academic enforce-
ment? Why come in the name of
diversity, clad in a dusty uniform
of culture, swinging swords
engraved with ethnic symbols?
.We students are already multi-
tasked enough just to adhere to
standards of education that when
one graduates from would be
rightly prepared for life. As I
view my future here as a student
amidst faculty that may try hold-
ing my GPA hostage, who may
wish then to go about executing
my strong values when I try to
say and do "the right thing,"
should send me in the opposite
direction throwing my arms up in
despair. I still have faith though.
The faculty are, in most cases,
to be commended for their labori-
ous work. They are often the only
ones sought by students wanting
definite and proper guidance
throughout their years of campus
life. There is a: "values transfer"
the pupils here expose them-
selves to daily through not only
course-work, but even in simple
interaction with those in authori-
tative positions.
Thusly, that honor is placed
on those professors and staff in
an assumption that it would be
handled gently and with deco-
rum.
Please take a stand with me to
keep the convictions learned
already or perhaps iil memory of
the ones decapitated already.
. Quite frankly, those intending to
infect our school instead of
affecting it can sicken a healthy
student body!
Ironically, the faculty in ques-
tion have been duty-bound, paid
and/or elected to handle threats
like this, not students like us -
we're usually too busy studying
what they've ordered. We should
probably grab back a hold of our
senses and our right to think
freely - literal treasures.
My humble conclusion is that
a categorical diversity require-
ment seems to be not the cure but
a catalyst for intolerance and
could possibly silence moralities
that are firmly held by thought-
ful, kind, decent students at our
school,
"For shame!" I would hear
Grammy saying, ifshe were she
still here for us all.
Noone should keep their
power over us if they abuse it by
aiming to pirate opinion. It is
truly a personal offense to stand
the student on anyone side of
these critical social arguments
before they find which to believe
in personally.
Western-style) at alilevelsofsoci-
ety - the family, the churches, the
local governments, etc.? Our giv-
ing too often creates dependence
and then hopelessness. Our solu-
tions are fleeting. If the next gen-
eration is to change the world for
the better, our humanitarian work
must go beyond what we're doing.
Yes, we need to -share our riches,
but the exchange should be based .
on goals of equality ~ and not just
economic equality. Our help
should function in ways that allow
all involved equal access to digni-
ty. '
Two things are needed up front
if we are to change the way we
help people. First, we need part-
nership. We cannot carry the atti-
tude that we are helping some
poor, ignorant people group. We
have to work together. Those with
lower incomes can teach us a lot
about gratitude, help us get over
ourselves, offer new and better
solutions to problems that could
only come from a particular cul-
ture. We need them too.
Secondly, our help should be
more sacrificial. We do not simply
need more money and more pro-
jects. We need people willing to
go in and live on the same level as
the people they are helping. Then
we would have outreaches that
practically transcend the socioeco-
nomic barriers. We need to build
relatJ,tlnships based on equality,
andwhich create dialogue instead
of dependence. .
As students, we have the
opportunity to stretch ourselves
beyond the<;.theoriesof the class-
room and make a lasting differ-
encein the world. But we will
need to get past the selfish and
self-gratifYing giving. that we tend
to do. We will need to offer a part-
nership that gives all involved a
sense of dignity and self-worth.
*/ write mostly about people in
third world nations, but also
include the poor whether they live
ill ajirst or third world country.
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Guillaume Bouvier returns serve against SMU'sJohan Brunstom during singles completion of the WACChampionships.
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter -----------
A few weeks ago Greg Patton said he
thought this year's Bronco tennis squad had a
good shot of winning the Western Athletic
Conference Tennis Championship:
Not only was he right about eaming the
school's first-ever WAC title in tennis, the way
to the championship went through the two top
teams in the conference.
"I feel one of the greatest highs," said Patton
after the win. "I was given a gift- with these
incredible young men."
After taking over as head coach in early
March, Patton has led Boise State back to where
it once was - the top of its conference. As a
member of the Big Sky and Big West
Conference's, Patton was responsible for win-
ning five championships as wen; before leaving
the program to coach the U.S. National team in
1998.
The Broncos' run for the championship
started on Friday afternoon with a 4-3 win
! against the 49th-ranked Tulsa Golden
Hurricane.
Not knowing whether or not their next match
would be played indoors or outdoors, the
Broncos tumed around on Saturday to defeat
the toumament's number one seed Rice, on a
damp overcast afternoon at the Appleton Tennis
Center. The Owls were ranked 28th in the
nation coming into the match against the
Broncos.
While the Broncos were disrupting one side
of the bracket, Southern Methodist held true to
its number two seed in advancing to the finals
The Broncos celebrate their first WACTennis Championship at the
Appleton Tennis Center.
on Sunday afternoon against Boise State.
Despite the home-court advantage for the
Broncos, they dropped the doubles point to the
fo,Justangsand looked to have their work cut out
for them the rest of the way.
"We believe we could do it," said senior
Marcus Berntson. "We really bonded this
Marcus Berntson, senior
NI-WAC First Team Singles
NI-WAC Second Team Doubles
Ranked 76th in the nation in singles,
Berntson completed the regular sea·
son with a 13-5 record at the number
one position for the Broncos.
Berntson billllest win came against
29th-rankedRichard Barker of Rice
during the WAC Championships.
Guillaume Bouvier, Junior
NI·WAC Second Team Doubles
Bemtson and Bouvier are currenUy
ranked 38th in the nation in doubles at
the number one position for BoIse Slate.
The pair has put together a 13-7 record
since Jan. 25, including a loss to the
number one double team In the nation,
Richard and William Barker'of Rice, 8-5
during the WAC Toumament
week."
Berntson got the momentum going in the
right direction for Boise State, winning the first
single match of the day in dominating fashion
against SMU's GwinyaLChingoka. Chingoka
was ranked 61st in the nation coming into the
weekend.
TENNIS
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12003.
Berntson credited the support of the crowd
as a major force in defeating the Mustangs'
number one player.
"You can't explain it. You want to show the
audience what you can do. You get goose
bumps," Berntson said.
The Bronco·Mustang shoot-out continued as
Pater Orcdsson beat Boise State's Mahmound
Rezk at the number six position. The Broncos
responded with wins from Matias Silva and
Thomas Schoeck, taking a 3-2 advantage
against SMU.
The Broncos needed only one more win to
take the championship, and it came down to
Guillaume Bouvier and Niles Klemann.
Bouvier appeared to be the one te close the
deal Broncos, but was unable to break serve
against Johan Brunstom.
"I felt like I could not lose the match,"
Bouvier said.
Before Bouvier could win, Klemann had
smoked through the final two sets of his match,
giving the Broncos their fourth team point and
the championship. ,
"I knew we were up, it was a relief," ,said
Bouvier about the closing moments of and the
two matches.
"It's unbelievable. We kept on working hard
at practice and we wanted to win the WAC:' he
said.
Along with the WAC title, the win also
'secured a spot in the NCAA Tennis
Championships for the Broncos. This marks the
fifth time coach Patton has guided Boise State
to nationals, where their best finish in 1997 was
fifth. First round competition begins May 9.
Matias Silva antici-
pates a return from
SMU'sGwinyai
Chingoka and Pater
Oredsson.
Renate Stoop, ,,"lor
NI-WAC First Team Singles
NI-WAC First Team Doubles
Stoop finished the season with a 13-
7 record at the number one position
for BoIse State. Ranked 117th In the
nation, Stoop won her final match 6-
3,6-3 against Blal~ Dlsesa in the
WAC Tournament.
Alissa Ayling,sophomore
NI·WAC First Team Doubles
Stoop and Ayling competed all year
long at the number two position
compiling a 21·2 record since Feb.2 ..
The paIr defeated Jeri Gonzales and
Yasmln Fisher, 8-5, In the WAC.
Ch,ampionshlps
Jemima Hayward, junior
NI-WAC Second Team Singles
Hayward finished the 2003 spring
season' with a 15-0 record at the
number two position for the Broncos.
A native of AylesbUry, England,
!iaywardwon her final match of the
year against Lauren Archer of Rice.
The Boise State women's team failed to
advance in the Western Athletic Conference
Tournament, but had a solid showing all season
long with a 16-7 record.
- Last Friday afternoon, the Broncos lost to Rice
in the first round of action 3-4. The loss dropped
their national ranking from 57th to 6lst. Fresno
State defeated Tulsa 4-2 in the finals to capture its
third WAC Tennis Championship. .
2003 CHAMPIONSHIP
Boise. Idaho
Despite the early exit from the tournament, two
Broncos eamed All-WAC honors for their perfor-
mance during the regular season. Senior Renate
Stoop and sophomoreAlissa Ayling were awarded
First Team All-WAC honors in doubles competi-
tion. Stoop also made the All-WAC First Team in
singles. Junior Jemima Haywardwas also included
in the post-season awards, earning second place in
AII.WAC singles competition.
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Iowa State coach
parDes, apologizes
By Zach Ewing
The Maneater
(U. Missouri) -----
Accepting oral sex, especial-
ly when it's not offered, doesn't
seem like a good way to repre-
sent a university, but that is
exactly what junior Blake
Overly said Iowa State men's
basketball' coach Larry
Eustachy did at a late January
party in Overly's apartment.
"A girl asked if he wanted a
beer, and he said, 'Yeah, I'll
take a blowjob, ", Overly said.
The party was held after bars
closed in downtown Columbia,
Mo., on the night of Jan. 21,
after Iowa St. had lost 64-59 to
MU at the Heames Center earli-
er ..
Witnesses say Eustachy, 47,
was intoxicated when he
showed up at the party at the
same time as MU basketball
player Josh Kroenke, and acted
inappropriately throughout, the'
early morning hours.
"Larry came up here and
started partying and at first it
was cool," junior Sean
Devereaux said. "But you can
only handle it for so long. A
belligerent old guy gets annoy-
ing." .
Devereaux, who lives in the
apartment and took pictures of
Eustachy drinking and kissing
women, said the coach showed
up at about 2 a.m. and didn't
. leave until a taxi was called for
him at about 5 a.m. He also said
Kroenke stayed for only about
10 minutes.
Eustachy also nearly got in a
fight with another man,
Devereaux said, who was upset
because Eustachy was holding
his girlfriend's waist.
"My friend was like, 'Take
your wedding-ring hand off my
girlfriend's ass,' and Larry got
in his face and started pointing
at him 'and said he wanted to
take him outside," Devereaux
said.
Iowa State Athletic Director
Bruce Van- de Velde said in a
statement he was disappointed
with Eustachy's behavior and
"errors in judgment."
"We made sure he under-
stands his accountability and
obligations as men's basketball
coach and as a representative of
Iowa State University," Van de
Vel de said. .
Eustachy also 'expressed
-, remorse in astatement.
"I have talked with (Iowa
State) President' (Gregory)'
Geoffroy und Bruce Van de
Vel de this week about a variety
of issues," he said. "It's impor-
tantto represent ISU in a man-
ner that sheds a positive light on
the university and the Cyclone
men's basketball program."
The night of the party, after
the Iowa State loss, Eustachy
said he was upset.
"I'm as disappointed as I've
been in a long time,nhe said at
the' time. "I don't think we
played well."
Eustachy also criticized his
team at the party.
"I told him, 'You guys
played a good game tonight,'''
Overly said: "He said that,' 'No,
we played like shit.'" ,
Overly said Eustachy was so
drunk he had to be walked to a
taJf.i waiting outside the apart-
ment. .
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Last weekend, five mem-
bers of the Boise State football
team sealed their fate and arc
now taking their games to the
next level.
Bronco running back Brock
Forsey was the 206th player
taken in the NFL Draft over
the weekend, selected in the
sixth round by the Chicago
Bears.
Joining Forsey in 'the
Windy City is wide receiver
Billy Wingfield, who agreed to
a three-year free agent deal
with the Bears. Guard Rob
Vian and wide receiver Lou
Fanucchi signed:cSunday with
the Detroit Lions and New
York Jets respectively,
Bronco safety Quintin
Mikell also signed a free agent
deal with the Philadelphia'
Eagles. Although Mikell was
expected to be drafted over the
weekend, he said he is not dis-
appointed with his eventual
outcome.
"When I did not &et drafted
I admit it was hard. My pride
was hurt, but then I said it's
another chance to prove every-
one wrong, just like I did when
I came out of high school. So .
it was bitter sweet, but I am
glad I can still play," Mikell
said.
Regardless of teams pass-
ing him up in the draft, Mikell
said numerous teams were
interested in acquiring his ser-
vices for the upcoming season.
"Immediately after the draft
there were around 10 differcnt
teams calling me trying to get
me to sign with them. That
allowed me a little more power
to negotiate. My agent lis-
tened to all the deals and was
able to.get me the most money
available and also the best
chance of making the roster,"
Mikell said.
Although Mikell said he
would have been offered a
contract stemming from the
draft, he said he still looks at
By Andrea Trujillo
The Arbiter ------
ers. They had a couple of guys that
could really smash the ball," team
president and infielder/pitcher Darrin
Reed said.
First basemen Josh Wilson home-
red in l'1e fifth inning of the first game
~ tying the score 8-8 - yet his round-
tripper wasn't enough to stave off
Eastern Washington's offensive
attack.
. ..' "Josh came up with the big stick in
that game, but it only slowed the
Eagles down for one inning," Reed
said.
Pitcher Dusty Hovrud hit a double
and two singles for three RBIs in the
first game of the doubleheader, but
left the second game after sustaining
an ankle injury.
"We only brought 10 players to
Cheney, so Dusty'S injury left us with
only nine players. This definitely hurt
us," Reed said.
Outfielder Creighton Fuss, who hit .
seven home runs this season, was '
unable to make the road trip. .
"Creighton was greatly' missed at
the plate up there," Reed said. .
The Bronco Baseball Club plays in
the Mountain West Conference, con-
tending against other club teams such
as Weber State, Utah State,
Universities of Idaho and Montana
and Eastern Washington University.
Reed said the current team is
rebuilding because most oflast year's
starting line-up graduated.
"We only had four returning play-
ers take the field this year," Reed said.
"We are jacked about next sea-
son-most of the team will be coming
back."
The Broncos will finish their sea-
. son on May 10 at the Mountain West
Tournament in Cheney.
By James Patrick Kelly
The Arbiter --------
"';
BoiseState's Baseball Club lost its
final three league games to Eastern
Washington University last week-
end-ending the season with as-IS
record.
The Broncos played a doublehead-
er in Cheney, Wash. on Saturday, los-
ing 1I -lOin extra innings and 5-4 in a
regulation seven-inning game, and
finished the series on Sunday with a
4-3 loss to the Eagles.
"All three games were real squeak-
"We hit great in the first game, but Eastern Washington
strung together enough base hits to come out on top."
Boise State Baseball Club in action
during league play this year.
Photo courtesy of Damn Reed
has shaped me into the person .
I am now. It's hard to leave
something like that. But hey,
I'm going to the' NFL, that
makes it a little easier to do
huh?" Mikell said.
Mikell, known affectionate-
ly to Bronco teammates as
"Q," is headed for
Philadelphia soon, but not
without leaving behind a lega-
cy at Boise State. The last few
years the Bronco football pro-
gram has built a tradition of
winning, and in doing so a
foundation for Mikell to stand
on. He leaves Boise State as
the program's premier safety,
and joins the Eagles as a rook-
ie.
Mikell said he will be
undoubtedly working his way
from the bottom up, but he
doesn't mind.
"I get to learn from one of
the best safeties in the league,
Brian Dawkins. So all in all I
am very happy," Mikell said.
Boise State will be without
the team's best defensive play-
er next season, but Mikell
leaves behind some parting
words of wisdom to the
Bronco youth.
"To all those young guys
who want to play at the next
level, follow your dreams, do
not let anyone ever break you.
Stand up with your head high.
No one can stop you if you put
not just your body, but also
.your mind and more impor-
tantly your heart into it. Oh
yeah, do ya'lI thang on the
blue as well!" Mikell said.
Of his long-term goals,
Mikell said he has a clear
vision.
"I will make the team this
year, play special teams and
learn the system. It's sort of
like red-shirting while a fresh-
man at college. Then I will
playa couple of years. I will
be All-League and considered
one of the best safeties in the
league, period. And we will
win a Super Bowl."
his position in a positive light.
.!'I am very satisfied with
my signing. If you are not first
or second- rounder, then
everyone has the same con-
tract, and they have the same
uphill battle as everyone else
in terms of making the team.
The only difference between
being a free agent and a fourth
rounder on down is the amount
of the signing bonus," Mikell
said.
Mikell,a native Oregonian,
said he has never been to
Philadelphia, but thinks the
move will be a positive one,
just like his transition to the
NFL. He said he has received
some good advice concerning
his upcoming mpve.· ,.
"Coach Tucker called me
with a little advice. .He just
told me that I am ready for
this, and that I'm a good play-
er. He said it's not where you
start but where you finish. He
said he has much faith in me
and knows I'll be okay. That
helped me a lot. I also talked
with my father, he kept my.
spirits up. Everyone around
me knows what I am capable
of, so they all have faith in
me," Mikell said.
In the next few months,
Mikell will be embarking on
his childhood dream, but walk-
ing away from something sig-
nificant just the same. In his
years at Boise State, Mikell
has watched first hand as the
program grew from a fixture in
a mediocre conference to the
leader in the WAC, and a
national force to be reckoned
with.
. But even more significant,
Mikell knows that by taking
the next steps in his journey he
will be leaving something spe-
cial behind.
"I will miss everyone here.
They say that college is the
best time of your lives, and
that you' learn who you are
while in college. I truly
believe that. Everyone here
that I have interacted with has
had an impact on my life and
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Marla Hansen's students, who will be performing. pieces entitled "Calculate" and "Romanza" for the Idaho
Dance Theater.
By Tammy Sands
The Arbiter ------
Student choreographers and dancers
have created the concert "Dance
Dementia," showcasing seven pieces
choreographed by students and two
pieces by BSU faculty members.
"We decided to call it that because all
the dancers are addicted to dancing and
they're crazy about it," director Marla
Hansen, associate professor in the
Department of Theatre Arts, said.
"Dance Dementia" features pieces
with a sundry mix of musical accompa-
niments includinghip-hop, jazz and new
age.
"Every piece is distinctly different,"
Hansen said.
The students are primarily from
Hansen's, repertoire dance class,
although some are from other classes and
independent study.
Aside from the students' seven
pieces, "Dance Dementia" also presents
Hansen's "Touristas," a humorous piece
set to jazzy piano and flute music.
"It has the feel of tourists trying to see
everything with cameras and sunglass-
es," Hansen said.
Hansen's students spend about 50
percent of their class time learning,
choreographing and rehearsing her
piece, she said. .
Students work on their own choreo-
graphing outside of class, and show the
work-in-progress during class time.
Echo Waldron, a part-time faculty
member, who teaches dance, also chore-
ographed a piece from the intermediate
jazz class.
BOISE • STATE
u N I V E R SIT Y
Career Center Services
Career, Internship & part-time, Summer,
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
http://career.boisestate.edu
426-1747
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
for interns and employees at the
Women's Center for Fall 2003
'.,
BOI\E+STATE
!....~....~.!_J_.~_.,~... .!..:.~
WOMEN'S CENTER
Returning Women's Mentoring Program - 1.credit
(10 positions): serve as a role model to a female student
who is returning to school.
Newsletter Producer - 3' credits
(1 position): produce a monthly newsletter focusing on ,
women's lives. .
Program Assistant - $7.25 per hour
(2 positions): help plan educational activities that raise
awareness about women's lives.
Women's History Writer's Project - 1 credit
(10 positions): get credit and published boyinterviewing
women nominated for making positive change.
, .
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Student Pieces
Controlled Addiction:
choreographed by ..
AlYSSll Kelley to the
musiC of Match Box 20.
Gone: choreographed
by Molly Beardmore to
the music of U2. .
'.Unkunjuk.u a Kimwj.tu,
or spirits of the junJUe:
..choreographed by. Kalra,
Hindman to the music
QfDeep Forest.
Your Loss: choreo-
graphed by Lisa Desilet
to the music of
Johnathan Brooke.
Dlsturbing Dream: . .
choreographed by Aidan
Riordan-Buell to the
music of Nelle Hooper.
Everyday Life: choreo-
graphed by Adam
Hansen to the music of
Busta Rhymes.
..Chained Aggression:
. choreographed by
Kristen Williams to the
music of Drench.
ICDReview: I
New disc serves up a dose
of melancholy wrapped in
blanket of truth
By Justin Prescott
The Arbiter ----------
On June 3, everyone will be invited to
reflect upon the past and wonder about the
future with a sting in our collective con-
science that can only go by one name: Eels.
This group of musicians will lead us,
but to who knows where? In these times of
confusion and pointlessness, they dare to
ask, "Where are we going and why?"
For their fifth release, Shootenanny,
Eels serve up another dose of melancholy
By Craig Outhier
The Orange County Register ----
It's shaping up to be a comical summer
for moviegoers, in more ways than one.
On one hand, Hollywood has laid out a
promising selection of lighthearted
comedic bonbons starring the likes of Jim
Carrey (Bruce Almighty) and Reese
Witherspoon (Legally Blonde 2: Red, White
& Blonde).
On the flip side of the comic coin, we
find ourselves fired up by the WHAP!
SLAM! CRACKI of the X-Men and a cer-
tain less-than-jolly green giant named the
Hulk.
Those aren't the only trusty comic-book
properties getting the full movie treatment.
In The League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen, based on the graphic novel by
Alan Moore, a motley group of literary
heroes, including Tom Sawyer and the
Invisible Man.. join forces to save the
world.
Then there's Tile Matrix Reloaded, the
latest installment of a sci-fi franchise that
has expanded into the comic-book medium
after first achieving cinematic popularity.
As always. the summer movie docket is
noticeably thin on Oscar-caliber dramas,
unless the sight of Will Smith and Martin
Lawrence destroying small pieces of
London (Bad Boys II) brings a tear to your
eye.
So look in your newspaper. It's an ad!
It's a review! It's the 2003 Summer Movie
Preview.
I. The Matrix Reloaded: Let me hear ya say.
"Whoa."
Rarely admired for his eloquence, Keanu
Reeves spoke for a generation when he
coined that curt, one-syllable catchphrase in
Larry and Andy Wachowski's mindbend-
Eels' 'Shootenanny' asks 'why'
Summer hits with comic-book characters and comedies
Thursday Night is College Night at
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wrapped in the blanket of truth,
Exploring issues ranging from deep
introspective criticism to the innocence of
youth, the band's songs create an album
with two parts despair and one part honest
optimism. Sometimes it's the only way
through hard times,
But Eels are not without their sense of
humor. "Fashion Awards" tells the tale of
an awards ceremony gone awry.
Contestants become so excited to be at the
award show that, when they lose, they
"blow their heads off in despair." Itmay be
a bit morbid, but there is truth in the exag-
geration.
Lyricist and principal .songwriter E.
(that's Mark Oliver Everett for all you triv-
ia nuts) looks at the world from a unique
perspective, where the mundane becomes
ing kung fu blockbuster The Matrix.
According to producer Joel Silver,
Reloaded concludes with a tantalizing
cliffhanger.
Fortunately for less patient fans, the trilogy
capper, The Matrix Revolutions, comes out
this December. (Release date: May 15)
Predicted gross: $375 million.
2. The Hulk: On the surface, the story of a
mutated, green-skinned brute who flings
tanks around like pool toys doesn't have
much to offer the serious cineaste, but
remember, it was directed by Ang Lee, the
Chinese auteur who so subtly explored sub-
urban alienation in The Ice Storm and con-
jured the delicate feminist lyricism of
Crouching Tiger. Hidden Dragon. .
Eric Bana and Jennifer Connelly star. (June
20) Predicted gross: $310 million.
3. Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of
the Black Pearl: More often than not,
movies adapted from Disney theme park
rides are barely watchable but this one has
several key variables weighing in its favor,
including a great cast (Johnny Depp,
Geoffrey Rush and teen-scream king
Orlando Bloom) and a competent young
director (Gore Verbinski of The Ring).
(July 9) Predicted' gross: $250 million.
4. Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines:
Arnold Schwarzenegger returns as the now-
antiquated T800 cyborg, this time sent back
in time to save an 18-year-old John Conner
(Nick Stahl) from a deceptively sexy termi-
natrix (Kristanna Loken). (July 2) Predicted
gross: $240 million.
5. X2: X-Men United: Marvel's mutant
heroes return for a second outing behind the
sure hand of director Bryan Singer (The
Usual Suspects), battling their humanity-
hating brethren along with a bellicose
Army general (Brian Cox) who overruns
Professor Xavier's mutant academy. (May
fascinating and the deepest questions are
asked, if only rhetorically.
"Saturday Morning" is about a ehild
waiting for his parents to wake up so he can
go play with his friends. Two hours seems
to him an eternity to wait.
"Love of the Loveless" delves into the
possibilities - or impossibilities - of loving
someone who has no love.
These heavy themes' have permeated
Eels songs throughout their tenure as a
band.
The questions are asked, the humor is
perfected and the perspectives never cease
to be unique.
A little bit of optimism is added just so
we can make it to the next album, where
we continue the journey with a little bit
.more knowledge and courage.
2) Predicted gross: $220 million.
6. Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle: The
original babelicious trio returns along with
a cheeky collection of cameos and support-
ing players: John Cleese, Matt LeBlanc,
Bernie Mac, Demi Moore and the Olsen
twins, to name a few. (June 27) Predicted
gross: $205 million.
7. Bad Boys II: This time Martin Lawrence
and Will Smith junket to London to inves-
tigate a money-laundering scheme involv-
ing Lawrence's half-sister, played by
Gabrielle Union. (July 18) Predicted gross:
$205 million.
8. Finding Nemo: In what is certainly
Hollywood's first undersea' father-son
bonding adventure talc, a young clownfish
(voiced by Alexander Gould) is taken from
his home and winds up in a fish tank in a
dentist's office overlooking the Sydney
harbor.
Now it's up to dad (Albert Brooks) to
embark on a dangerous journey to bring the
kid home. (May 30) Predicted gross: $200 .
million.
9. Bruce Almighty: Here, Jim Carrey, the
rubber-faced comic, plays an ordinary guy
imbued with omnipotent powers I by God
(Morgan Freeman) Himself. It's! a good
premise - free, one would hope, of the
overly earnest treacle that gummed, up
Carrey's script judgment in the first place.
(May 23) Predicted gross: $180 million;
10. Hollywood Homicide: Is any, A-list
actor more due fora hit than Harrison Ford?
Maybe director Ron Shelton (Bull DUrham)
can untrack him in this lively buddy-cop
~ovie, about a pair of L.A. homicide f.1etec-
tives (Ford and Josh Hartnett) investigating
the high-profile murder of a hip-hop star
(Master P). (June 13) Predicted gross:;$150
million. . \
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Knight Ridder N'~s -' ~- ",Most peopie grab shades onl)' ~8rays between 290 and 400
Think
' . f" .' when they notice the light is irri- nanometers. - ','
o '. sunglasses as an tating. .'.' Some labels express UVJl!O".
ihdulgence that's actually good' "Yau really should wear them teetion in percentages, Anything
for you.. . ..... ~ytime y'0u're outdoors or dri- above 95 percent is good.. .
A parr of shades can hide tired V11lg,'~ S81d lfu.n:y Lane of the Some higher-priced products
eyes. They can convey an aJ1' of Sunglass Association .of America. with polycaibo.nate glass or cer-
cel.ebrity. . " . "You're getting ultraviolet tain kinds of plastic lenses can
They can conceal expressions radiation year-round" claim to block 100 percent ofUV
of disgust, or say, boredom from While UV protection shields rays,
partners m.conyersation. the eye, it does not fend off glare For more information, ask an
~ll this, !IDd more, comes or light that bounces off surfaces ophthalmologist
whi!e protecting eyes from the such as snow, sand or light-col-
sun s damagingultraviolet rays, ored pavement
"Sunglasses make men look ' Only polarized lenses or
macho and women look beautiful. antiglare coatings can alleviate,
People want to wear sunglasses those discomforts. .
not only to reduce glare and all . Still, UV protection is the most
that, but because they Just look Important consideration when
better," said Dr. Donald Borsand, purchasing sunglasses.
president of Henry Ford There are three subranges in
Opti~yes! a chain of 32 optical ultraviolet light, but only two,
stores in.Michigan. UVA and UVB are of concern
The pursuit of style has because. they ~vel the farthest
launched sunglasses into the distance from sun to Earth.
realm of fashion accessory and Protective coatings on lenses
helped drive the nonprescription can absorb ultraviolet light "and
,sunglass market to $2.1 billion in can help head off cataracts,"
sales in 2002, according to the Borsand said. . .
Sunglass Association of America. Animal lovers even strap
But fashion ISonly one com{lO- shades on their pooches.
nent to consider when purchasmg But labeling and standards can
sunglasses. be confusing.
The most important compo- The American National
nents are cost, quality, eye protec- Standards Institute divides
tion and deciding if the shades are . requirements for UV protection
, mostly for show or for specialized into three categories:
pursuits such as volleyball, motor- -Cosmetic: Must block at least
cycle riding or sailing. 70 percent of UVB and up to 60
Take a look at what the experts percent UVA. .
say about purchasing and wearing General purpose: Must block
sunglasses. at least 95 percent of UVB and a
minimum of 60 percent UVA.
Special purpose: Must block at
least 99 percent of UVB and 60
percent UVA. {
Keep in mind the standards
aren't mandatory, but many man-
ufacturers exceed them.
For the best protection, choose
Diyetsions
THE BEST CHOICE FOR PAWNING!
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Radiation can harm eyes
Squinting is not the first sign
that it's, time to bring out the sun-
glasses.
Under bright or overcast skies,
the sun's ultraviolet rays, invisible
light that can damage vision, can
Things to consider before buy-
ing
Are the lenses polarized?
Polarization is a film of horizontal
lines in each lens to reduce glare.
What is the UVi'ating? Most
sunglasses offer 95 percent to 98
percent protection from ultraviolet '
light, specifically UVA and UVB
rays.
Is there a scratch-resistant
coating? . '
Is the frame well-constructed,
lightweight? Test hinges and look
for other signs of flimsiness or
weakness.
Make sure the lens tint is uni-
form. '
Does the frame fit well? It
shouldn't fall off when you bend
over or move quickly.
Does the frame suit the face?
If your face is round, choose
angular frames with straight lines.
If your face is tnangular,
choose square-. or rectangle-
shaped frames.
If your face is square, choose
round or oval frames.
Most any shape looks good on
oval faces.
For more information, go to
www.allaboutvision.com or
www.visionltol.com.
Source: Henry Lane of the
Sunglass Association of America
Winners to perform with orchestras
BK,Justin Prescott professionally, or in graduate
Gabe Sandvik in percussion,
T,Ie Arbiter studies, must be prepared to han-
trumpeter Lindsay Hobart,
die pressure. pianist Jamie Putnam and Johann
One graduate and four under- , "It's a nice opportunity to get
Vargas, winner in the graduate
BulletplOOf Monk (PG-13) V V V \' 'if
graduate students from Boise that kind of experience," Berg categ07e'
State's Department of Music said.
Pro essor Liana Tyson will
ConI\dIlIlCe (A) .. -':y have received the honor of play- Berg, who will be playing a also perform a flute piece by
HoIes(PG) v· * .. * .. .. .. ing solos with the University and
viola concerto by Telemann, also Robert Hotvani.
identity (A) .. \7 .. *
Chamber orchestras. appreciates the constructive criti-
Berg praises the concert as an
-- --' The students are the winners
cism that comes with performing opportunity for students to see
nRuns In the Femlly (PG-13) V ':/ of the concerto-aria competition
in the contest. their peers doing what they do
- fT ... held in February. The judges, not affiliated with best.MalIbU .. Moat _ (flG.13) V V "'{/
A M1ghtyWlnd (PG-13) '! * V \;' T:.'1 *
Violist Laum Berg, winner in BSU, not only decide the win-
The show starts at 7:30 p.m.
------ -, ...-. --'''-
the string category, is excited ners, but also keep notes as to
on Sunday, May 4 in the Special
11le Real Cancun (R) 'f1 V '::7
about the concert. For her, the how each student can improve his
Events Center at Boise State. J_~:>:\~.:\;//_;-"\
-G ..... ·--....-I~"== 1R Restrlcted, under 17 contest and 'concert are a chance or her performance. Admission is $S geneml, $3 forl8lIulreI ~ng .' . to get experience performing Berg still refers to her notes seniors and free to students of allPGAlIg(I8 edmI1Ied, ' . be I tor . parent or gil' . under pressure. , from last year's competition. ages and Boise State faculty and
parentallJfJlcIallC8"=","~ . ,iluggesIe(l , , . .' • ",,", ,. .". ,1JlO3 J(JlT
Anyone who plans to perform Other contest winners include staff.
BRAND NEW STORE!
251N. Orchard 1404 Main St.
Boise', 10 Boise, 10
658-0472 426-0229
Hours for both locations:
Mon-Sat 9am-9pm
Open Sunday 1'1am-.5pm
I "
To place your f~e ~~ned ad, call 345-8704ext. 119or drop by the office located at 1.605University Drive '(co~er of Qniy~iiJ,~ ¥if~~igan)
~_ "~"t· "t "t _¥r·
CAL~if.O·A~T"STS: 3~::s~~~~~fnd ~o~~~~~~~~ ~~n~~~v~e ~?~~i=£~~~~a':BW~~:~~ ·1" •.<.·.-....·
4th Annu," ~'Port-a-PottyArt" New-still in plastic. 'extra tires $2000 OBO been dreaming about. includes all Utilities!' garden~1ike seUin~.'·..... '.
'. . '. ., '. Must sell $159. Can C 11J 353-4512 Historic bldg, 'Claw Call 338-7899 Ca11344-8773 or,S71- . "
Why limit art to Respectable Places? deliver 866-7476 a ason . foot tub, patio, post 4020 -v: \;i,~ stildllnu'j~nt!!e IlWIo
j " • .•... , Uti!. Paid] A steal at . Arwy NatiOllalQ .. rclind
y.nleash your creatiyity!., Cherry Sleigh Bed. if3~~~~~~ only $475/month. Call •~~~ IftB~~~ire. eam_""..::..:a.c:.::-
Sketch or paint yo.ur p'rototy' pIe Solid wood. New in Brana New Scanner 433-9701 or 371-4020 ~ace, access to trails, +box. Value $850 still in box $40.850- /D h k bl you IIiIYbe .11gibl. fOr
design onto paper and send it to: Sacrifice $295 888-1464 3433' 2 BDRM $275 TV. YO:1:iclfdt~a e S8,ooo ash IxnJsIncluding Utilities. Call C I'7 68 +
Boise River Festival Pyranha Kayak $225 85Mercedes Benz CJ @724-3110 view!! 03-7 8 E<I.Icat1onal Ass1stllnce. . Gc BroncoJobs S276 ... anth C.I. B111
Erin O'N~I~ I.i~, '" ,,: .,.' 422~~7~~ape.Must sell, ~r~~lCD~ fb~~om F Roommate Wanted, ~ tM'•• "'ew .. • S~~ :::.::.~. call
404 S 8th Street, Ste. 404 Stadium on Grant St. Share 2BR/2BA A~t.· . . Looking for Gerald Steel" 373-7218 or
01 Suzuki RM125 SMS
$3900.429-8491 $18750/mo + 1/ . Jobs while you area LewIs LockIlart 631-3624
Boise, 10 83702 .'. ' Util.'342-D249 student, Career. Pipe & Silencer. After 2 studen t desks L ki f R tTen entries will be selected and Mrkt RG3 Suspension. • S U I E S • Opportunities, or 00 ng or eps 0
the artists invited to 8th Street $2800/obo 890-5391 ~~~fr~$tc;.i~~:~~~der ~/:n~~~~ri\~ f::.d- Internships? .~~~&~/~~e~~~~~
Marketplace on May 17& 18 to Mattress Set, Full Size w / case, needs battery, lBa. Hse, $290 + 1/3 Free job-referral 6-8 hrs/wk. Training is
turn a primed, white port-a-potty ~~~ri~~e~J~ C~fil66- $20850-3433 Uti!. Call 422-9732 service ~~~~:tCall Shelly
into awork of art. Finished Port- 7476" Weider Flex Gym 2000, Walk to BSU! Donit Cllck'BroncoJobs
Never Used $60, Ab- fight the parking at http://
a-Potties will be displayed at the 93,YamahaWR5oo, Doer Pro Model $50, crunch when you can career.bolsestate.edu
Boise River Festival with prizes' Showroom Condo Ab Rocker $40 850- walk to school from
$1900 Call Nate@890- 3433for Judges' Choice Award and 2090 ---0 your apartment! 1
I I h ' 2Bd/2Ba Mobile Hm. BDRMApartments
Peop esC oice Award. 4BR/2 5BA SE B . Close to BSU. Great for starting at onlyA C I '11th t th . oise $470/mo Roommatesompany, nc.WI .en ren e Home For Sale. 2k sq student w /roommate! Welcome!! Call 345-
decorated potties throughout ft,2 Car gar. Offered @Call Lee @658-1160 4334 or 371-4020
the year for special events. ~~~~2~~'869-7599 or Brand New Gary
Deadline for submissions: Fisher Tassajara Mtri87 Chevy CamarO T- Bike: 19" Frame, $450.
, Monday, May 5 top 2.8L V6 Auto. . Please Call 208-699-
Send in your design idea today! . Runs good $2000 OBO _8_99_5 _
Tony or Wally at 344-
, For further info.please call ' 5363 Stop paying rent!Homes near BSU for .
208-338-8887 ext. 3. . 2000 Chev Trker, Auto, Sale. 0$ Down Avail
4 WD, Alloy, A/C Call Josh, 371-2524.
C/D, PW PD, Cruise, Prudential RE.
1-t Low miles, $10995 obo,........ 429-8782
'.,
Persian Circle -
Summer classes. Farsi,
a language of the ages
and now for all a$es.
Learn to read, wnte
and speak Farsi, the
tongue of both ancient
and modem Iran and
its nearby Middle
Easlern lands. It is the
language of the mystic
poet, Rumi, of the
Polymalh, Omar,
Khayyam, and of the
ancient scientific
genius, Avicienna. For
aetails Call Shahnaz:
333-0340
Plant Parking Lot
Fundraiser. May 3,
2003. 9:00 n 4:00 @
1830 Beacon Street
2 white cats to good
home 602-2880 or
336-2080
Gar. sale, SAT ONLY!
5014 Mountain Vw. Dr.
Btwn Garret & .
Glenwood
Fundraiser! 8:30
4 16" "Phase 2" Rims
with 2 low profile tires
$900 OBO 342-7393
Ocean Kayak, Blue,
Scrambler. 11121,Fit
on Top w /back rest &
padd.le. $500 for all.
866-7420
95 Suzuki 650, low
mileslneeds eng. work$300 obo, HJC racing
helmet $20. 850-3433
Selling your
Home?
Want TOP dollar?
Get the facts in
this free report
www.findingyourdream.com
93 Dodge Vision, New
Tires & Engine. Great
Student Car. $1900.
208-589-4820 Ask for
Dave
Italian leather couch
and loveseat. Brand
new still in plastic
Retail $2450 Sacrifice
$899 Call 888-1464
Lawn Mower for sale.
Craftsman 22" cut, 5
hp, soft propelled, 2 in
1 mulch bag. 383-3477
Used couch, nice shape
reclines on both ends,
$175 Used recliner $55
For more info 859-9400
Scooter Yamaha Zuma
YW50R only 100mi like
new still has warranty,
blue $1200 939-2922
it
. Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
. Starting at $295/mo.
MOlltllly Move ill
Specials!
Includesall utilities,cabIel
UUO,computerlab.Open7
daysaweek.
336-8787
Spacious 3Bd/2.5 Bath
TwnHse. NW Boise
$795/mo.+ $250/Dep.
Comm. Pool & 1 Car
. Garage, 345-8522
2BR/l.5 BA TwnHse
for Rent, W / D
Hookups, Clean, Semi-
New. $640/mo. 424-
7829
Foothills! Access all the
trails from your apart-
ment! Near Hyde Park,
spacious and Modem.
Cable TV, storage.
Starting at only
$450/ mo. Call 384-
0835 or 371-4020
Room w / private bath,
in SE Boise Home. Use
of Garage, W /D, Kit,
Grand Piano.
$300/mo. Rent
Reduced in Exchange
for occasional
eve/night child care.
Call 336-9438
Responsible F
Roommate Wntd .5 mi
from BSU $290/mo+.5
elec. no dep. Call
Kirstan 761-4398 ,','1' 1
Bartender Trainees
Needed $250/ day
Potential, Local
Positions 1-800-293-
3985 ext. 223
Wildland Firefighters
Wanted Exciting·
Outdoor Seasonal
Position No experience
needed-Trairting pro- .
vided Apply at 6000
Overland Rd. Tues-
Thur: 1-5pm Fri: 2-7pm
Sat:8am-lpm .
Alaska Summer Jobs -
Earn great mOI\ey,in' '.'.
Alaskais fishing mdus-
try. No expo necessary:
www.alaskajobfinder.rom
Need a
Summer
Job?
Start Now
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 658-4888
Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. Brand
New-still in plastic.
Must sell $159. Can
deliver 866-7476
Bedroom set 5 piece
Cherry set Brand new
in box Retail $1450
Sacrifice $395 Call 888-
1464
King size Pillowtop
mattress set Brand
New-in bag. Must sell
$225 Can deliver 866-
7476 .
71 VW Bus
, (Westphalia) Runs
Great, New Motor,
Very good Condition.
Sell/Trade obo. 376-
2759
F Roommate Wanted,
Own Bathroom! $285 +
1/3 Uti!. 429-6527
SUMMER SUBLET
sought 'F student
interning in Boise
seeks room/ apt for
}tine /July email har-
ris2@fas.harvard.edu
Bsmt Apt Separate Ent.
$350 for 1, $400 for 2,
incls Uti!. S Cole Road
Call 375-9045
M/F Roommate
Needed. 2Bd/lBa Apt.
Nice, W /D, Cable,
Internet $330/ mo,
Utilities Incl. 850-3753
Temp. Room for rent
in big SE house.
$320/mo + 1/3 Uti!.
Rec Room, yard, deck.
429-8864
1 roommate needed on
May 1 $188/mo + 1/4
util W /D incl2 blocks
from SUB Call 331-
4514
Great Student
Housing! LG
Apartments, Close to
BSU, very unique, be
the talk of your class-
mates. Rent splits up
very reasonalily!!
Cable included! Call
386-9318 or 371-4020
Study the computer
and get paid!!! $12,402-
$37,000 No recruiting
required www.fni.biz
Sponsor #14114
88 Honda CBR 600
Runs Good; $1500/ obo
Please Call 863-9460
Kayak $400, GT .
Avalanche Mm. Bike
$600, call 869-7940
I'VE BEEN I\SI<EO
TO COLLECT
INSPIAATIONI\L
QUOTES FOR THE
LOBBYW\LL.
MOVIE EXTRAS/
MODELS NEEDED No
experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-
450/day!! Call 1-888-
82D-OI64x989
College Students
Wanted For Summer,
Time Work Full or Part
Time Call 353-4567
Financial Aid All
Gone? Earn Cash by
donating blood-plasma
@Biomat 4017
Overland. Call for info
@338-06i4 .
CAMPUS,
CHIROPRACTIC
ACCEPTS STUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE.
CALL
DR. TRAPP FOR
INFORMATION
ON FREE BACK
AO.IUSTMENTS.
389-BACK
WITHIN WALKING
DISTANCE FROM
THE SUB
I HAVEAN UNI!"\- H fIND A BUNCH OF 1\5 REQUESTED. I
ti HI\NNIBAL LECTER.•. IT WOISPROBl\I3LY
1 ! -IF BEING AN EAGLE
!
PORTANT PROJECT. INSPIRATIONAL • PULLEDTOGETHER
1 1\ !"\ISTAKE TO DO
• IS SUCH A GOOD • THE DONNER PI\RTY ... •
SO I THOUGHT OF i QUOTES THAT WE
: SO!"\E INSPIRATIONAL i
: THIS A&&IGN!"\ENT
;; IDEA .lJHY I\RE THERE
UH... WALLY. !"\OST OF ;;
YOU. CAN PUT ON THE
~
&0 FEW OF THE!"\?' QUOTE& FOR OUR
THE&E PEOPLE I\RE l ON I\N, E!"\PTY
LOBBY WALL&. LOBBY WALL.
CANNIBAL!:>. ! &TOI-\I\CH.
'-
OOGBERT: 0 Unlled Fea!uIe SyndCaIO. Inc.
GET OUT OF MY
CUBICLE. YOU
FREI\I<ISH Wl\STE
OF CARBON.
)
.~
1
FREE* AlMs
AT ALL OUR OFFICES
8r: IN THE B.S.U SUI!
BSU Employees and'
Full~timeStudents
FIFTH and IDAHO
downtown boise
FREE ·DRAFT
(CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS
NO monthly service charge, NO per item f~es;.
unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we
pay diVidends ony~ur account. .
We have NO surcharge* ATMs' at all four office
lo~ations PLUSone in the BSU SUB.
Check out our web site at Yl\f\tY.cagalB;u.am
and~ HomeBan~ing!!!
Call 208-884~01S0or '1-800-223-7283,
visit our website, or stopbvtoday. . ' '.',~
·J~~!..~.!.4~.i~~~:
i,~:(~J,,·:~a~
. ,~"~-,,{~'.;::.'~:'&:~!~\.,..''';'
I_C@italc' frlueators
...FED,r;RAL,CREDIT U.NION
AccountsFederaIlYlnsu~edto.; .;
$1OOiooopY.NPUA,anAgenCy;,
of the q~S.;Gov.emmerit: . . . "
